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the driver authentication section, determines a health status of
the driver from the blood component data, and outputs a
determination result; and a motive poWer control section

Which permits or prohibits operation of the transportation
machine by controlling motive poWer of the transportation
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SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001]
[0002]

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a safety manage

ment system Which permits or prohibits operation by control
ling the motive poWer of transportation machines such as a
vehicle, a ship, an aircraft, a train, and so forth.

[0003] Priority is claimed on Japanese Patent Application
No. 2007-136579, ?led May 23, 2007, the contents ofWhich
are incorporated herein by reference.
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0005] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First
Publication No. 2006-248254 discloses a safety management

system Which can prohibit operation by authenticating a
driver of a transportation machine, and in the case Where the
alcohol concentration detected from the driver exceeds a pre

determined threshold, restricts starting of the engine of the

transportation machine.
[0006] There is a need to construct a safety management
system Which can authenticate the health status of a driver
Which has an in?uence on the operation of the transportation
machines, so that the authentication results can re?ect on

regulation of operation of the transportation machines.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007]

An object of the present invention is to provide a

safety management system that controls the motive poWer of
transportation machines to thereby permit or prohibit the

[0013]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, the motive poWer control section may control the
motive poWer of the transportation machine according to a
number of items Within the predetermined ranges of each of
the items of the blood component data.

[0014]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, the driver authentication section may authenticate
the driver based on a vein pattern obtained by irradiating
infrared rays onto a body of the driver.

[0015] According to this con?guration, authentication can
be performed With similar accuracy to authentication using
?ngerprint or iris recognition.

[0016]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, the health status determination section may mea
sure the blood component data based on an absorption spec

trum obtained by irradiating infrared rays onto a body of the
driver.

[0017]

According to this con?guration, because blood

component data is measured in a non-invasive manner, the

physical and mental stress experienced by the driver can be
minimized.

[0018]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, a vein pattern used by the driver authentication
section and an absorption spectrum used by the health status
determination section may be detected by the same sensor
section.

[0019]

According to this con?guration, driver authentica

tion and health status determination can be performed in the
same operation, and the structure of the overall system can be

simpli?ed.

operation thereof, in Which the health status of the driver is

[0020]

re?ected on to control the motive poWer.

driver is authenticated, the health status of the driver is deter
mined based on blood component data of the driver, and

[0008] In order to solve the above problem, the safety man
agement system of the present invention comprises: a driver

According to the present invention, a legitimate

operation of the transportation machines is permitted or pro

authentication section Which authenticates a driver of a trans

hibited based on the results. Therefore, the likelihood of

portation machine and outputs an authentication result: a
health status determination section Which measures blood

be reduced.

occurrence of an accident due to poor health of the driver, can

component data of a driver authenticated by the driver authen
tication section, determines a health status of the driver from

the blood component data, and outputs a determination result;
and a motive poWer control section Which permits or prohibits

operation of the transportation machine by controlling motive
poWer of the transportation machine based on the authentica
tion result and the determination result.

[0009]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, the motive poWer control section may control start
ing of an engine of the transportation machine, based on the
authentication result and the determination result.

[0010]

According to this con?guration, a legitimate driver

is authenticated. Furthermore based on the blood component
data of that driver, it is determined Whether or not the health
status of a driver is favorable. Based on the results, operation

can be permitted or prohibit by controlling starting of the
engine of the transportation machines.
[0011] In the safety management system of the present
invention, the motive poWer control section may control the
motive poWer of the transportation machine according to
Whether or not values of each of items of the blood component
data are Within predetermined ranges.

[0012]

In the safety management system of the present

invention, the motive poWer control section may control the
motive poWer of the transportation machine according to
Whether or not values of each of speci?c items of the items of
the blood component data are Within predetermined ranges.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a safety manage

ment system according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0022] FIG. 2 is a ?oWchart shoWing the process ?oW of the

safety management system shoWn in FIG. 1.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0023]

As folloWs is a description of an embodiment of the

present invention With reference to the draWings.
[0024] A safety management system S shoWn in FIG. 1 is
used for example on transportation machines such as a bus

With an engine (internal combustion engine) as a prime
mover. The safety management system S performs authenti
cation to determine Whether a user (driver) is a pre-registered
user, and also checks the health status of the driver. Based on

the results, the safety management system S controls the
motive poWer to thereby permit or prohibit operation of the
transportation machines by the driver.
[0025] The safety management system S includes a driver
authentication section 11, a health status determination sec

tion 12, and a motive poWer control section 13. The driver
authentication section 11 performs authentication to deter
mine Whether or not a user is a legitimate driver. The health

status determination section 12 determines the health status
of the user from the blood component data of the user. The
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motive power control section 13 controls the motive poWer of
the transportation machines based on the authentication result
of the driver authentication section 11 and the judgment result
of the health status determination section 12. The driver
authentication section 11, the health status determination sec
tion 12, and the motive poWer control section 13 are formed
inside an electronic control unit Which controls starting and

ponent measuring section 120 in the health status determina
tion section 12. The blood component measuring section 120
utiliZes an infrared spectrophotometer.

[0030]

Items of blood components measured by the health

status determination section 12 include blood sugar levels,
levels of enzymes such as GPT (glutamic pyruvic transami

nase), levels of plasma proteins such as albumin, and choles

the like of the engine of the transportation machines.

terol levels and lactic acid levels.

[0026] The driver authentication section 11 is a knoWn vein
authentication device. The driver authentication section 11

health status determination section 12 retrieves blood com

acquires a vein pattern from, for example, the ?ngertip of the

ponent data values (the “predetermined ranges” mentioned

user, and matches the vein pattern to a pre-registered vein
pattern. The driver authentication section 11, based on the
results of the matching process, determines Whether or not the

user is permitted to operate the transportation machine, that
is, the authentication section 11 determines Whether the user

[0031]

A blood component comparison section 12b of the

beloW) registered in advance for each item of the blood data,
Which indicate the appropriate health status for the driver.
[0032] The blood component comparison section 12b com
pares the retrieved blood component data values With the

is a legitimate driver. The vein pattern is acquired, for

blood component data obtained by analyZing the absorption
spectrum. From the comparison results, the blood component

example, in the folloWing manner. A user places his or her
?ngertip Y on a sensor section 14 positioned near the driving
seat of the transportation machine. An infrared LED 14a

comparison section 12b then determines Whether the health
status of the user is suitable for operating the transportation
machines.

irradiates near-infrared light onto the ?ngertip Y, and the

[0033] Speci?cally, the blood component comparison sec
tion 12b pre-designates several items in the blood component
data as the speci?c items. The speci?c items are, for example,
the plasma protein level and the lactic acid level Which indi

re?ected light is received by an imaging element such as a

CCD (charge coupled device). A vein pattern processing sec
tion 11a of the driver authentication section 11 performs

predetermined image processing of the signal from the imag
ing element. This vein pattern processing section 1111 and a
vein pattern sensor section 14b of the sensor section 14 con

stitute a vein pattern capture section 110 in the driver authen
tication section 11.
[0027] A user information input section 15 is a keyboard or
card reader or the like. A vein pattern matching section 11b of
the driver authentication section 11, based on information
from the user information input section 15, retrieves a pre

cate the level of tiredness of the user. The blood component
comparison section 12b determines Whether or not the values

of the speci?c items in the measured blood component data
are Within the value of the retrieved blood component data,

that is, the blood component comparison section 12b deter
mines Whether the values are Within the predetermined ranges
for each of the speci?c items. These predetermined ranges are
ranges Whereby a determination can be made as to Whether

the health status of the user is appropriate for operating the
transportation machines. These predetermined ranges can be

registered vein pattern of the driver.
[0028] The vein pattern matching section 11b compares the
retrieved vein pattern With the vein pattern obtained by the

set appropriately based on the age and gender of the user as
Well as individual differences. A construction may be

sensor section 14. If the vein pattern matching section 11b

employed in Which the predetermined ranges are appropri

determines that the tWo vein patterns are the same, the user is
authenticated as a legitimate driver (in Which case the

“authentication result is OK”). On the other hand, if the vein
pattern matching section 11b determines that the tWo vein
patterns are not the same, the user is not authenticated as a

ately corrected or updated based on blood component data

acquired in the past.
[0034] If the blood component comparison section 12b
determines that the values of all the speci?c items are Within

their predetermined ranges (all items meet the required stan

legitimate driver (in Which case the “authentication result is

dard), the health status of the user is determined to be suitable

NG”). These authentication results are displayed to the user
on a predetermined display section 16 such as an LCD (liquid

for operating the transportation machines, that is, the health

crystal display). A con?guration may also be used in Which

the “authentication result is OK”). On the other hand, if the
blood component comparison section 12b determines that the

the user information input section 15 is not provided, and

status of the user is determined to be favorable (in Which case

driver authentication is performed by automatically compar

value of one or more of the speci?c items is outside the

ing the vein pattern acquired by the sensor section 14 With

predetermined range de?ned for the item (at least one item
does not meet the required standard), the health status of the

pre-registered vein patterns.
[0029]

As the health status determination section 12, a

user is determined to not be suitable for operating the trans

knoWn non-invasive blood component measuring device is

portation machines, that is, the health status of the user is

used. The health status determination section 12 analyZes an
absorption spectrum obtained from transmitted or re?ected

determined to not be favorable (in Which case the “authenti
cation result is NG”). These determination results are dis
played to the user on the display section 16.

light obtained by irradiating near-infrared rays onto the ?n
gertip Y of the user by means of an infrared LED 14a of the

sensor section 14. From the results of analyZing this absorp
tion spectrum, the health status determination section 12

acquires data (blood component data) related to the blood
components of that user. An absorption spectrum analyZing
section 1211 of the health status determination section 12

[0035] The motive poWer control section 13 manages
Whether or not to operate the transportation machine by con

trolling for example Whether or not to start the engine serving
as the prime mover of the transportation machine. Speci?
cally, When the authentication result of the driver authentica
tion section 11 and the judgment result of the health status

performs analysis of the absorption spectrum. This absorp

determination section 12 are both OK, the motive poWer

tion spectrum analyZing section 1211 and a blood component

control section 13 permits starting of the engine by permitting
operation of for example the engine starting device of the

sensor 140 of the sensor section 14 constitute a blood com
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starter motor. On the other hand, if at least either the authen
tication result of the user authentication section 11 or the

judgment result of the health status determination section 12
is NG, the motive poWer control section 13 for example

renders the engine starting device inoperable, to thereby
restrict engine starting. Although the engine starting may be
restricted, it is desirable to permit the user to lock the driver
compartment door or unlock the door, and to permit use of
electronic equipment such as the air-conditioning and the

navigation system.
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veri?ed is displayed on the display section 16, and the motive
poWer control section 13 performs control to restrict engine
starting such as by not alloWing operation of the engine start
ing device, that is, the motive poWer control section 13 con
trols motive poWer to prohibit operation of the vehicle.

[0041] In step S4, the absorption spectrum analyZing sec
tion 1211 subjects the optical information acquired by the
blood component sensor 140 to predetermined analysis, and
the blood component comparison section 12b then compares
the results of the analysis With pre-registered blood compo

[0036] In this manner, by authenticating a driver and also
determining the health status of the driver, and controlling

nent data. Speci?cally, the health status determination section

Whether or not to let the driver drive the transportation
machine according to the results, users other than a driver

the sensor section 14 and retrieved blood component data.
Based on the comparison results, the health status determi
nation section 12 determines Whether or not the health status
of the user is suitable for operating the vehicle.
[0042] If a determination is made that the health status of

Who has been granted permission in advance are prevented
from driving the transportation machines, and the occurrence
of accidents due to poor health of the driver can be prevented
beforehand. As a method for restricting operation of the trans
portation machines, as Well as restricting starting of the

12 compares the values of blood component data acquired by

the user is favorable, that is, if the judgment result is OK (YES
in step S4), the processing proceeds to step S5. On the other

engine, for example it is possible to limit the operation or

hand, if a determination is made that the health status of the

actuation of the accelerator or transmission, or limit the su
poWer to the prime mover.

user is not favorable, that is, if the judgment result is NG (NO
in step S4), the processing proceeds to step S7. In step S7, a

[0037]

message indicating that the health status of the user is not

The main process How for When the safety manage

ment system S is applied to a vehicle such as a bus equipped
With an engine, is described With reference to FIG. 2. The
safety management system S is not limited to a vehicle

equipped With an engine, and can also be applied to various
transportation machines such as a ship, an aircraft, a train, and
so forth.

[0038] First, the process How starts When a user (a driver)
Who gets on to the vehicle operates the engine starting sWitch

inside the vehicle (step S1). The engine starting sWitch is, for
example, a push-button sWitch, on the top face of Which the
user places his or her ?ngertip. A pair of infrared LEDs 1411
are provided on either side of the engine starting sWitch so as

favorable is displayed on the display section 16, and the
motive poWer control section 13 performs control to restrict

engine starting in the manner previously described.
[0043] In step S5, the motive poWer control section 13
performs control to permit starting of the engine, that is, the
motive poWer control section 13 controls motive poWer to
permit operation of the vehicle, so that the user can operate
the vehicle.
[0044] Although tWo infrared LEDs 1411 are used in FIG. 1,
a construction in Which one infrared LED 14a is used may be

employed. The engine starting sWitch may be a lever or dial
instead of a push-button sWitch. A construction may be used

to face each other. This engine starting sWitch and the infrared

in Which the engine starting sWitch is rendered operable after

LEDs 14a constitute the sensor section 14. The engine start

the user has been authenticated and a health status determi

ing sWitch also incorporates a light receiving section. By
receiving the light emitted by the LEDs 1411 after the light has
passed through the ?ngertip Y of the user, the light receiving
section acquires optical information related to the vein pat

nation has been performed. In this construction, the engine
starting sWitch may be rendered operable only When the
authentication result of the driver authentication section 11
and the judgment result of the health status determination

tern of the ?ngertip Y of the user and the blood component

section 12 are both OK, that is, the engine starting sWitch is

data of the user (step S2). The engine starting sWitch incor

rendered inoperable When any one of the authentication result

porates the vein pattern sensor 14b and the blood component

optical information acquired by the vein pattern sensor sec

and the judgment result are NG).
[0045] The sensor section 14 and the engine starting sWitch
may be provided as separate components. For example, the
sensor section 14 may be provided integral With the steering

tion 14b to predetermined image processing. Next, the vein
pattern matching section 11b matches the image processed
optical information to a pre-registered vein pattern. Speci?

Wheel or the like. A construction may also be used in Which
the user places his or her ?ngertip Y in a predetermined
enclosure to alloW the sensor section 14 to capture a vein

cally, the driver authentication section 11 compares the vein
pattern acquired by the sensor section 14 With a retrieved vein
pattern. Based on the results of the comparison, the driver

pattern and acquire blood component data. The sensor section
14 may capture a vein pattern and acquire blood component
data of the user using a different part of the body than the
?ngertip of the user, such as a ?nger or palm (a part of the
body Where blood How can be readily observed).

sensor 140 of the sensor section 14.

[0039]

The vein pattern processing section 1111 subjects the

authentication section 11 determines Whether or not the user

is a person Who has permission, that is, the driver authentica
tion section 11 determines Whether the user is a legitimate

[0046] As described above, the safety management system

driver (step S3).
Who has permission, that is, if the authentication result is OK

S in this embodiment can permit or prohibit operation by
controlling the motive poWer of the transportation machine.
The safety management system S includes the driver authen

(YES in step S3), the processing proceeds to step S4. On the

tication section 11 Which authenticates the driver of the trans

[0040]

If a determination is made that the user is a person

other hand, if a determination is made that the user is a person

portation machine and outputs an authentication result, the

Who does not have permission, that is, if the authentication

health status determination section 12 Which measures the

result is NG (NO in step S3), the processing proceeds to step

blood component data of the driver authenticated by the
driver authentication section 11, determines the health status

S6. In step S6, a message indicating that the user cannot be
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of the driver from the blood component data, and outputs a
determination result, and the motive poWer control section 13

Which permits or prohibits operation of the transportation
machine by controlling motive poWer of the transportation
machine based on the authentication result and the determi
nation result.

[0047]

According to this con?guration, a legitimate driver

is authenticated. Furthermore based on the blood component
data of that driver, it is determined Whether or not the health
status of the driver is favorable. Based on the results, opera

tion can be permitted or prohibited by controlling starting of
the engine of the transportation machine. As a result, the
likelihood of occurrence of an accident due to poor health of

the driver, can be reduced.

[0048]

In the safety management system S, the driver

authentication section 11 authenticates drivers based on a

mation may be displayed as numerical data, or in the form of
a graph or the like. As a result, the driver can monitor his or her
health status on a daily basis.

[0051] If data that cannot be read by the sensor section 14
(such as the breath alcohol concentration of the driver) is to be
used as a condition for controlling motive poWer, a detection

device for obtaining the data can be incorporated into the
safety management system, and the motive poWer controlled
in light of this additional data.
[0052] The blood component data may also be obtained by
collecting a blood sample.
[0053] The construction of the embodiment described
above is but one example of the present invention, and various

modi?cations are possible provided that they do not depart
from the scope of the present invention.
What is claimed is:

1. A safety management system comprising:
a driver authentication section Which authenticates a driver

vein pattern obtained by irradiating infrared rays onto the
body of the driver. Therefore, authentication can be per
formed With similar accuracy to authentication using ?nger

a health status determination section Which measures

print or iris recognition. In the safety management system S,

blood component data of a driver authenticated by said

of a transportation machine and outputs an authentica

tion result;

the health status determination section 12 measures the blood

driver authentication section, determines a health status

component data of the driver based on an absorption spectrum

of the driver from the blood component data, and outputs

obtained by irradiating infrared rays onto the body of the
driver. Thus, because the blood component data is measured

a determination result; and
a motive poWer control section Which permits or prohibits

in a non-invasive manner, the physical and mental stress

experienced by the driver can be minimized.

[0049] In the safety management system S, the vein pattern
used by the driver authentication section 11 and the absorp
tion spectrum used by the health status determination section

operation of the transportation machine by controlling
motive poWer of the transportation machine based on the
authentication result and the determination result.

2. A safety management system according to claim 1,
Wherein said motive poWer control section controls starting of
an engine of the transportation machine, based on the authen

12 are detected by a single sensor section 14. As a result,
driver authentication and health status determination can be

tication result and the determination result.

performed in the same operation, and the structure of the
overall system can be simpli?ed. The present invention is not
limited to the embodiment described above. For example, the
health status determination section 12 may adopt the folloW
ing con?guration. That is to say, the health status determina
tion section 12 assigns a predetermined range as the normal
range for each item of the retrieved blood component data
including those not designated as the speci?c items. The
health status determination section 12 determines Whether the
values of all items including the speci?c items in the mea
sured blood component data are Within the predetermined
ranges de?ned for each item in the retrieved blood component
data. From the judgment results, the health status determina

Wherein said motive poWer control section controls the

tion section 12 determines that the health status of the user is

suitable for operating the transportation machines When the
values of all items are Within their predetermined ranges or

When the number of items Within their predetermined ranges
is equal to or greater than a predetermined number. In addi
tion, based on the judgment results, the motive poWer control
section 13 controls the motive poWer to permit operation of
the transportation machine. At this time, a requirement may
be that the values of all of the speci?c items are Within their

predetermined ranges.
[0050] A log creation section may be provided Which cre
ates logs of such information as the identity and health status
of the driver, and the date and time. At this time, the log
creation section may be connected for example to a naviga
tion system installed in a standard vehicle, and some or all of
the log information may be displayed on a screen. Log infor

3. A safety management system according to claim 1,
motive poWer of the transportation machine according to
Whether or not values of each of items of the blood component
data are Within predetermined ranges.

4. A safety management system according to claim 3,
Wherein said motive poWer control section controls the

motive poWer of the transportation machine according to
Whether or not values of each of speci?c items of the items of
the blood component data are Within predetermined ranges.

5. A safety management system according to claim 3,
Wherein said motive poWer control section controls the
motive poWer of the transportation machine according to a
number of items Within the predetermined ranges of each of
the items of the blood component data.

6. A safety management system according to claim 1,
Wherein said driver authentication section authenticates the
driver based on a vein pattern obtained by irradiating infrared
rays onto a body of the driver.

7. A safety management system according to claim 1,
Wherein said health status determination section measures the

blood component data based on an absorption spectrum
obtained by irradiating infrared rays onto a body of the driver.

8. A safety management system according to claim 1,
Wherein a vein pattern used by said driver authentication
section and an absorption spectrum used by said health status
determination section are detected by the same sensor

section.

